
2nd- June 6-9, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

How many tens and ones
are there in the number 75?

______ Tens

______ Ones

Underline the digit in the
tens place.

36

How many tens and ones
are there in the number 59?

______ Tens

______ Ones

Underline the digit in the
ones place.

52
Complete each family of facts.

5   5   10
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

Complete each family of facts.

2   8   6
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

Complete each family of facts.

10   7   3
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

Complete each family of facts.

4   3   7
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Find the missing number.

+ 8 = 13

Find the missing number.

12 +         = 18

Find the missing number.

7 + 8 =

Find the missing number.

+ 9  = 20

Find the missing number.

14 -           = 8

Find the missing number.

- 5  = 11

Find the missing number.

20 -         = 16

Find the missing number.

13  -  9 =

I need fourteen pencils to
share with my class. I have
8 so far.  How many more
pencils do I need?

There are 12 markers in the
box.  I put 5 more in.  How
many markers are now in
the box?

There are 15 students in
line.  Five of them go back
to class.  How many
students are still in line?

I gave out eight red pencils,
and seven green pencils.
How many pencils did I give
out in all?
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2nd- June 13-16, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

How many tens and ones
are there in the number 90?

______ Tens

______ Ones

Underline the digit in the
tens place.

82

How many tens and ones
are there in the number 45?

______ Tens

______ Ones

Underline the digit in the
ones place.

17
Complete each family of facts.

3   5   8
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Complete each family of facts.

12   4   8
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Find the missing number.

+ 9 = 15

Find the missing number.

8 +           = 17

Find the missing number.

8 + 8 =

Find the missing number.

+ 6  = 13

Find the missing number.

12 -          = 10

Find the missing number.

- 4  = 17

Find the missing number.

8 -          = 2

Find the missing number.

20  -  8 =

805

____ ones

____ tens

____ hundreds

What is the value of
the 1 in 178?

Write the number.

0  ones

3  tens

6  hundreds

What is the value of
the 7 in 327?

Write the number. Write the number. Draw 217 with base ten
blocks.

Draw 648 with base ten
blocks.
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2nd- June 20-23, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Complete each family of facts.

7   3   10
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Complete each family of facts.

8   10   2
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Find the missing number.

+ 6 = 17

Find the missing number.

5 +           = 11

Find the missing number.

4 + 3 =

Find the missing number.

+ 10  = 18

Find the missing number.

15 -          = 11

Find the missing number.

- 8  = 6

Find the missing number.

12 -          = 2

Find the missing number.

12  -  5 =

A box has 15 crayons.  6 of
them are broken.  How
many crayons are not
broken?

There are 7 kids on the blue
team.  5 more kids join the
blue team. How many kids
are now on the blue team?

Sue has 9 pencils.  5 are
green, and the rest are
purple.  How many pencils
are purple?

Katie got 3 new hair bows
for her birthday.  She
already had 6 bows. How
many bows does Katie have
now?

348

____ ones

____ tens

____ hundreds

What is the value of the
6 in 861?

Write the number.

7  ones

0  tens

2  hundreds

Draw 231 with base ten
blocks.

Draw base ten blocks to
show the number 200 in the

place value chart below.
Hundreds Tens Ones

Draw base ten blocks to
show the number 600 in the

place value chart below.
Hundreds Tens Ones

500 is the same as

___ hundreds

___ tens

___ ones

300 is the same as

___ hundreds

___ tens

___ ones
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2nd- June 27- 30, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Complete each family of facts.

7   7   14
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Complete each family of facts.

3   4   7
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Find the missing number.

+ 12 = 20

Find the missing number.

9 +           = 14

Find the missing number.

12 + 4 =

Find the missing number.

+ 7  = 14

Find the missing number.

13 -          = 2

Find the missing number.

- 8  = 1

Find the missing number.

14 -          = 12

Find the missing number.

20  -  5 =

Jamie needs to make 15
cards for her friends.  She
made 11 cards so far.  How
many more does she need
to make?

Bennie has sharpened 15
pencils.  He sharpens 5
more. How many pencils did
he sharpen?

Susie blew up 12 balloons.
3 of them popped.  How
many balloons does she
have now?

Chris needs 15 pennies to
buy a piece of candy.  He
has 9.  How many more
pennies does he need?

17 tens is the same as ____ Write the number.

Hundreds Tens Ones

Fill in the blank.

32 tens is the
same as _____.

900 is the same as

___ hundreds

___ tens

___ ones
Highlight ALL multiples of 5 Highlight ALL multiples of

10

Count forward by
hundreds. What are the

missing numbers?

300, _____, _____, _____

100, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

15, _____, _____, _____

Tens
50, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
500, _____, _____, _____
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2nd- July 4-7, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Complete each family of facts.

10   5   15
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Complete each family of facts.

8   9   17
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Find the missing number.

+ 13 = 15

Find the missing number.

12  -  9 =

Find the missing number.

10 + 7 =

Find the missing number.

- 9  = 5

Ann used 8 apples and 6
pears for her fruit tarts.
How many pieces of fruit did
she use in all?

Kelly’s story has 18 pages.
She read 12 pages.  How
many more does she have
to read?

There are 4 red markers, 7
blue markers, and 5 purple
markers. How many
markers are there
altogether?

Ms. Smith has 18 pieces of
paper.  She gives out 7 to
her students.  How many
more does she have left?

428

____ ones

____ tens

____ hundreds

What is the value of the
7 in 417?

Write the number.

0  ones

9  tens

3  hundreds

Draw 305 with base ten
blocks.

20 tens is the same as ____ Write the number.

Hundreds Tens Ones

Fill in the blank.

25 tens is the
same as _____

400 is the same as

___ hundreds

___ tens

___ ones

Count forward by…
Fives

35, _____, _____, _____

Tens
80, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Tens

24, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
101, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

22, _____, _____, _____

Tens
73, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

55, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
325, _____, _____, _____
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2nd- July 11-14, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Complete each family of facts.

9   1   10
____ +  ____ = ____

____ +  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

____ -  ____ = ____

What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Write the number. What is…

One more? ______

One less? ______

Ten more? ______

Ten less? ______

Find the missing number.

+ 7 = 9

Find the missing number.

12  -  8 =

Find the missing number.

11 + 9 =

Find the missing number.

- 6  = 13

Circle the equation that is
TRUE.

18  -  6  =  12

11  +  2  = 12

Find the sum.

7 + 4 + 4 =

Circle the equation that is
TRUE.

16  -  11  = 6

13  +  6  = 19

Find the sum.

12 + 5 + 3 =

837

____ ones

____ tens

____ hundreds

What is the value of the
0 in 302?

Write the number.

3  ones

8  tens

1  hundreds

Draw 280 with base ten
blocks.

How many tens are
there in 300?

Draw 500 with base ten blocks
in the place value chart.

Hundred
s

Tens Ones

Fill in the blank.

14 tens is the
same as _____.

900 is the same as

___ hundreds

___ tens

___ ones

Count forward by…
Fives

87, _____, _____, _____

Tens
33, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Tens

85, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
220, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

135, _____, _____, _____

Tens
270, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

430, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
499, _____, _____, _____
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2nd- July 18-21, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Find the missing number.

+ 12 = 16

Find the missing number.

18  -  8 =

Find the missing number.

15 + 3 =

Find the missing number.

- 12  = 4

There are 10 buses at
school.  If 4 buses leave,
how many are left?

The zoo has 8 red parrots,
and 7 green parrots.  How
many parrots do they have
in all?

Tammie has 12 pieces of
ribbon. She gave 4 to her
friend. How many does she
have left?

Ann has 12 white daisies,
and 5 yellow daisies.  How
many daisies does she
have altogether?

913

____ ones

____ tens

____ hundreds

What is the value of the
4 in 432?

Write the number.

0  ones

7  tens

3  hundreds

Draw 239 with base ten
blocks.

How many tens are
there in 170?

Draw 200 with base ten blocks
in the place value chart.

Hundreds Tens Ones

Fill in the blank.

44 tens is the
same as _____.

500 is the same as

___ hundreds

___ tens

___ ones

Count forward by…
fives

20, _____, _____, _____

tens
70, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
tens

120, _____, _____, _____

hundreds
302, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
fives

99, _____, _____, _____

tens
122, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
fives

745, _____, _____, _____

hundreds
700, _____, _____, _____

Circle the larger number.
Hundreds Tens Ones

Compare the numbers
using >  < =

405             450

Compare the numbers
using >  < =

Compare the numbers
using >  < =

321             414
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2nd- July 25-28, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Find the missing number.

+ 10 = 11

Find the missing number.

12  -  11 =

Find the missing number.

14 + 5 =

Find the missing number.

- 2  = 17

Circle the equation that is
TRUE.

13  -  6  =  6

12  +  4  = 16

Find the sum.

7 + 7 + 1 =

Circle the equation that is
TRUE.

17  -  8  = 9

10  +  3  = 12

Find the sum.

9 + 9 + 2 =

Raymond had to count the
blocks in the classroom.
There were 7 green, 4
yellow, and 5 blue.  How
many blocks were there
altogether?

Marvin has 20 pieces of
candy to share with his
friends.  He gave away 12
pieces. How many does he
now have?

The pet store has 8 brown
puppies and 9 white
puppies. How many puppies
do they have in all?

The candy store has 15
lollipops.  12 of them were
sold today. How many
lollipops are left?

How many tens are
there in 700?

Draw 607 with base ten blocks
in the place value chart.

Hundreds Tens Ones

Write the number.

4  ones

4  tens

2  hundreds

Fill in the blank.

60 tens is the same
as _____ hundreds.

Count forward by…
Fives

95, _____, _____, _____

Tens
310, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Tens

321, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
410, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

185, _____, _____, _____

Tens
370, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

550, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
422, _____, _____, _____

Write the number in
standard form.

200 + 40 + 1

Write the number 206 in
word form.
______________________

______________________

______________________

___

Write four hundred
sixty-seven in standard
form.

Write 792 in expanded
form.
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2nd- August 1-4, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Find the missing number.

+ 14 = 15

Find the missing number.

13  -  5 =

Find the missing number.

17 + 2 =

Find the missing number.

- 5  = 10

Circle the equation that is
TRUE.

19  - 9  =  10

15  +  2  = 18

Find the sum.

9 + 5 + 4 =

Circle the equation that is
TRUE.

12  -  5  = 7

8  +  11  = 20

Find the sum.

4 + 4 + 2 =

Katie collected 8 white
shells at the beach.  She
then found 7 more shells.
How many shells did she
collect in all?

John found 13 shells at the
beach.  4 of the shells were
washed away by a wave.
How many shells does he
now have?

The toy store has 12 dolls
on the shelf.  They get a
delivery of 6 more dolls.
How many dolls are there
now?

Ms. Hamilton had 18
crayons to pass out to her
class. She only passed out
9 crayons. How many does
she have left?

How many tens are
there in 350?

Draw 245 with base ten blocks
in the place value chart.

Hundreds Tens Ones

Write the number.

14 ones

7  tens

3  hundreds

Fill in the blank.

45 tens is the
same as _____.

Count forward by…
Fives

100, _____, _____, _____

Tens
90, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Tens

65, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
199, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

74, _____, _____, _____

Tens
200, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

310, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
700, _____, _____, _____

What type of graph is shown?

How many people are represented
in this graph?

Which type of ice cream did the
fewest number of people choose?

Which type of ice cream did the
most people choose?

How many more people liked
vanilla than chocolate?

How many more people liked
chocolate than strawberry?

How many less people liked mint
than vanilla?

Which type of ice cream do you like
best?
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2nd- August 8-11, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Find the missing number.

+ 15 = 20

Find the missing number.

12  -  6 =

Find the missing number.

24 + 7 =

Find the missing number.

- 5  = 17

Circle the equation that is
TRUE.

18  -  6  =  12

15  +  4  = 17

Find the sum.

8 + 7 + 5 =

Circle the equation that is
TRUE.

17  -  9  = 7

10  +  3  = 15

Find the sum.

10 + 8 + 5 =

Raymond had to count the
tiles in the classroom. There
were 10 green, 6 yellow,
and 5 blue.  How many tiles
were there altogether?

Marvin has 20 cupcakes to
share with his friends.  He
gave away 12 cupcakes.
How many does he now
have?

The pet store has 10 brown
kitties and 15 white kitties.
How many puppies do they
have in all?

The candy store has 25
gumdrops.  12 of them were
sold today. How many
gumdrops are left?

How many tens are
there in 500?

Draw 483 with base ten blocks
in the place value chart.

Hundreds Tens Ones

Write the number.

8  ones

0  tens

7  hundreds

Fill in the blank.

30 tens is the same
as _____ hundreds.

Count forward by…
Fives

95, _____, _____, _____

Tens
310, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Tens

321, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
410, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

185, _____, _____, _____

Tens
370, _____, _____, _____

Count forward by…
Fives

550, _____, _____, _____

Hundreds
422, _____, _____, _____

Write the number in
standard form.

500 + 30 + 2

Write the number 340 in
word form.
______________________

______________________

______________________

___

Write four hundred
sixty-seven in standard
form.

Write 792 in expanded
form.
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